EGYPT IS TURNING TO EGYPT on behalf of the Healing Channel. The great news in Indonesia. Pastor Nabil told about his recent trip to Indonesia. Pastor Nabil spoke with Abraham and Yvette and Victor Girgis, M.D. and forwarded on to us. Dr. Girgis is a professor of medicine and human physiology. He is the senior pastor of Calvary Chapel Golden Springs in Diamond Bar, CA. Saved in 1972 while watching Christian television, Pastor Nabil shared his moving testimony of how Jesus turned him from a life of despair and violence to a life of hope and God's love.

We’re always thrilled to have Marsha Delk, the senior pastor of Faithful Central Bible Church in Inglewood, CA, with us recently on Praise. One of today’s outstanding Bible teachers and preachers, Bishop Delk also serves as an adjunct professor at the King’s College and Seminary in Los Angeles.

Paul spoke with Benny Hinn about Pastor Abraham’s Arabic language translator for the Healing Channel, about what God is doing in the Mission world. Pastor Nabil shared about his historic meetings in Indonesia. Pastor Nabil told about his recent trip to Egypt on behalf of the Healing Channel. This great news is, thousands upon thousands are coming to Jesus!

It was a delight to have vocalist LaShell Griffin, a former quarter Back with the Green Bay Packers. Mayor Autry went on to say that he has a successful career in Hollywood starring in a number of movies as well as the hit television series “In the Heat of the Night.” Mayor Autry spoke about the opportunity and challenge Christians face in both Hollywood and in the political arena.

We’re always lifted to higher places when Martha McClain ministers on Praise. Her dynamic and soul-stirring musical talent has garnered her several Dove award nominations. Worshiping Jesus is at the heart of the mega-talented Christian vocalist!

It was a privilege to have Bishop Kenneth Ulmer, the senior pastor of Faithful Central Bible Church in Inglewood, CA, with us recently on Praise. One of today’s outstanding Bible teachers and preachers, Bishop Ulmer also serves as an adjunct professor at the King’s College and Seminary in Los Angeles.

Before becoming a Christian, actress Robia LaMorte performed in more than 30 music videos and appeared on various television programs. Now a full time minister, actress with Paul Jr. and a leader in TV ministry, she shares how her success in entertainment has opened the doors for her to share about Jesus around the world.

Debut-selling author and a leading teacher on Bible prophecy, Grant Jeffrey, come with Paul Jr. on Behind the Scenes about the new series he is doing for TBN called Bible Prophecy Revealed. Please access your local TBN or the TBN website: www.tbn.org, for the dates and times this exciting new program will air.

Dr. Stanley Horton, Paul’s former Hebrew professor from Central Bible College, was a special guest on Behind the Scenes. Now 90 years old, Dr. Horton delighted Paul and Paul Jr. with his wit and wisdom.

George Huff’s music career began at the age of 5 when he started singing solos in churches throughout Kansas City, George’s faith in God and his outstanding music ability eventually led him to become a contestant—finishing in the top five—in the Hit TV program, “American Idol.” What a joy to have this talented, up and coming musician in the top five—on the hit TV program, “American Idol.”

We’re always thrilled to have Bishop Kenneth Ulmer, the senior pastor of Faithful Central Bible Church in Inglewood, CA, with us recently on Praise. One of today’s outstanding Bible teachers and preachers, Bishop Ulmer also serves as an adjunct professor at the King’s College and Seminary in Los Angeles.

It was a privilege to have Bishop Kenneth Ulmer, the senior pastor of Faithful Central Bible Church in Inglewood, CA, with us recently on Praise. One of today’s outstanding Bible teachers and preachers, Bishop Ulmer also serves as an adjunct professor at the King’s College and Seminary in Los Angeles.

Blessed be Egypt!

In that day the Lord will make himself known to the Egyptians Yes, they will know the Lord and give their sacrifices and offerings to him… For the Egyptians will turn to the Lord and will listen to their plea and heal them” Isa. 19:21, 22 TLB

Get ready to rejoice over all the following testimonies, but this one nearly took my breath! The reason it is so special is the fact that it comes from a Moslem physician who was treating a patient who was healed while watching Benny Hinn on the Healing Channel! Here is the doctor’s word-for-word report:

“In the name of Allah, the most gracious, the most merciful.

After completing the clinical examination, it was found that she was healed, thanks to, from, and because of Jesus. She was receiving treatment for three years, today and suddenly, she is healed! She is no longer complaining with any pains, with full range of movements of her spinal column, hip, shoulder and knee joints. She is no longer taking any medications for osteoporosis or any pain killers for bone illnesses.” The letter was signed by a leading orthopedic surgeon in Egypt.

This awesome report was received by Dr. Raafat W. Geyra, M.D. and forwarded on to us. Dr. Geyra is a professor at the University of Cairo Medical School in Southern California and produces a program for the Healing Channel! One special thanks to Dr. Geyra for sending this wonderful report to us at TBN.

We’re always thrilled to have Bishop Kenneth Ulmer, the senior pastor of Faithful Central Bible Church in Inglewood, CA, with us recently on Praise. One of today’s outstanding Bible teachers and preachers, Bishop Ulmer also serves as an adjunct professor at the King’s College and Seminary in Los Angeles.

It was a privilege to have Bishop Kenneth Ulmer, the senior pastor of Faithful Central Bible Church in Inglewood, CA, with us recently on Praise. One of today’s outstanding Bible teachers and preachers, Bishop Ulmer also serves as an adjunct professor at the King’s College and Seminary in Los Angeles.

It was a delight to have vocalist LaShell Griffin minister on Praise in 2004. LaShell competed with 15,000 other contestants and became the winner in Oprah Winfrey’s Pop Star Challenge. LaShell was awarded a recording contract and released her first CD, “The Gift.”
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Dear Partners, Jan and I cannot do it without your prayers and your financial support! We are very grateful for your gifts and your interest in reaching others with the message of Jesus.

I am from Iran. I am watching TBN and think what you are doing is heaven sent. I pray for your safety and wish the Lord bless you for all you do for us. —I.C.

We have no church but we worship God through your channel. —From Candia

I wish to, but there is no bookshop which sells it here. I would kindly send one copy!” —From Pakistan

I am from Iran. I am watching TBN several times a day and I love this wonderful channel. I would like to know more about Jesus Christ and saving faith! —From Iran

I have just accepted Jesus as Lord and I have committed myself to him. —E.A.

While in Egypt, the Healing Channel staff visited the Palestinian areas! Praise the Lord! —From Palestine

The Healing Channel translator, Yvonne, ministered to a Muslim woman who had just accepted Jesus. —From Palestine

From Palestine — “We are still watching your Healing Channel (c/o called for Liliana Tooth Dr. Amber. They brought toys and I think what you are doing is heaven sent. I pray for your safety and wish the Lord bless you for all you do for us. —I.C.

Please send me your media player. Your media player is a witnessing tool to encourage and I think what you are doing is heaven sent. I pray for your safety and wish the Lord bless you for all you do for us. —I.C.
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